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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to research properties of multi-agent systems in which the ability to argue is specified. Our studies are focused on a persuasion process laying particular stress on what effects it can cause. We introduce a software system called Perseus. It allows examining interactions amongst entities of artificial societies the behavior of which is affected by some stimuli called arguments (both verbal and nonverbal). In this manner, we may compare strength of persuasion when it is executed in dissimilar circumstances, with various audiences, varied arrangement or types of persuasive actions (deduction, visual arguments etc.). To adequately study this process we analyze its nature and propose a model which includes such factors as grades of agents’ beliefs or dynamic aspect of arguments. To express and investigate the properties of multi-agent systems with respect to the persuasion process, we propose the deductive system AG n inspired by Epistemic Logic of Graded Modalities and elements of Algorithmic and Dynamic Logics. Its language enables to formulate research questions, we want the Perseus system to answer, such as “What chances has a persuader to influence a degree of others’ beliefs about a given thesis?”, “How significant will such a change be?”, “Would rearrangement of arguments thwart the success?”, “Does a persuader believe that he can convince his audience?” etc. Key words: persuasion, actions, changes of graded beliefs, verbal and nonverbal arguments, deductive system, Epistemic Logic of Graded Modalities
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Introduction



Recently, reasoning about argumentation process has become an active topic of investigations in such fields as Theoretical Computer Science or Artificial Intelligence (see e.g. [1, 2]). There have been a number of works on argumentative ??
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systems. The most of these results have been for theoretical framework of argumentation based reasoning, decision-making, dialogue, communication as well as their implementations in multi-agent systems. The main characteristics of this approach are: (a) argument is a verbal action since it is treated as a set of premises offered in support of a claim, (b) protocols for interactions amongst arguments are specified, (c) the winning arguments are evaluated according to the defined protocols (see e.g [4, 8, 13, 16, 18]). The focus of these works is mainly on argumentation dialogue systems in which structure, generation and exchange of verbal arguments play the main role. An example of implementation of one of such a systems is given in [13] where Automated Negotiation Agent is showed. Its architecture is based on a logical model which explores the belief, desire, and intention (BDI) approach. Dialogue systems strictly devoted to persuasion are presented in [3, 17, 18]. An excellent review of these systems is given in [19]. Most of the described papers use Dung’s grounded semantics introduced in [8]. Despite exploring similar notions (arguments, argumentation, persuasion), there are some differences between our approach and the one mentioned above. Argumentation based on inference, decision-making and dialogue are not the direct goal of our research. We concentrate on the behavior of individuals and how it changes in consequence of the interplay amongst agents rather than on generation and evaluation of arguments in the context of their interactions with other arguments. Specifically, we propose a model of persuasion which we use to examine the agents’ response to various verbal and nonverbal (e.g. visual arguments) stimuli (actions, arguments). The inducements influence the beliefs not in a straightforward manner, i.e. they do not interact directly with arguments or belief bases of agents. We assume that arguments affect states of multi-agent systems which describe a virtual reality in which agents exist as well as agents’ subjective outlook (visions) on this reality. As a result, agents’ beliefs are changed anyway. Consequently, we focus on the agents’ behavior and grades of beliefs as well as their change provoked by actions of other agents. An issue of our great interest is not to design protocols for interactions amongst arguments but rather analyze interactions amongst agents with respect to the arguments’ influence on agents doxastic visions concerning the current state of the system. We assume that the effects of the particular persuasion can differ depending on what agents take part in this persuasion, i.e. who gives arguments (a persuader) and to whom they are addressed (an audience). As a result, our model takes into account the agent diversity instead of homogeneous agents. In the paper, we offer a method of investigation into multi-agent systems’ properties concerning persuasion process. First of all we select the most significant features of this process and show why they are important. We focus especially on dynamic aspects of persuasion, i.e. how a type of a proponent, kind of an audience, and type of arguments etc. change degrees of agents’ beliefs about some thesis and in consequence influence interactions amongst agents and success of persuasion. Then we propose a model which represents the above mentioned factors and a logic in which considered properties are expressible.
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The novelty of this paper is that for the first time we show the main ideas of the software Perseus. We demonstrate how such a system can work and how it exploits the proposed model of persuasion, on which our formalization is based. The software enables to analyze selected multi-agent systems with respect to a given persuasion. Perseus offers two main options. Firstly it can verify satisfiability of formulas describing properties under consideration in a given model. Secondly it looks for answers for questions concerning degrees of beliefs of parties in a dispute or programs (i.e. sequences of arguments) they perform in specific situations. In this way we examine the following issues: in which situations individuals start a process of convincing, what arguments they use to convince others, what type of a persuader guarantees a victory and why etc. The knowledge resulting from such a research is of a great importance since persuasion is a powerful tool to eliminate conflicts. This in turn enables the system to return to the state of cooperative performance. Moreover, a persuasion allows to resolve the conflicts in the internal and democratic manner instead of the external and arbitrary way, i.e. when a system user determines which agent will have a decisive vote in each conflict. In this manner, we assure that the distributed system will be a collection of autonomous agents. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we specify our model of persuasion. In Section 4 we demonstrate the deductive system AG n which allows to reason about convincing as well as we give the formal definition of a success of persuasion. In Section 5 we show how the Perseus tool is used in order to investigate properties of multi-agent systems. Still, before we move to Section 3, we want to present an example which is used throughout the paper.



2



Motivating example



The idea of our model of persuasion is shown on a poker game with a standard deck of 52 playing cards. Each player is dealt two cards and the table is dealt five cards. The goal of the game is to end up with the highest-valued hand considering two dealt cards and three, the most suitable, laying on the table. From best to worst, hands are ranked in the following order: Royal Flush, Straight Flush, Four of a Kind, Full House, Flush, Straight, Three of a Kind, Two Pair, One Pair. One of the most important aspects of the game of poker is how much or how little players bet. There are some tricks to minimize the loss and maximize the winnings at the poker table. After all, a good poker player can still win even if he has bad cards, because he knows how to bet correctly. For our reasons assume two players: a player 1 inexperienced in poker games and an experienced player 2. The interesting questions is: Can the player 2, holding rather weak cards, make the player 1, holding the higher-valued cards, not bet and give up?, What arguments can he use to be successful? etc.
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Specification of the nature of persuasion



In this section we specify the nature of persuasion with respect to four basic issues: who is the subject of persuasion, what is its object, how (by what tools) is the persuasion executed and where (to what effects) does it lead? Following Walton and Krabbe [21] we assume that the aim of the persuasion process is to resolve a conflict of opinion and thereby influence beliefs of agents. However, in our approach the influence on beliefs does not have to be accomplished by verbal means. That is, we provide a logical framework for handling not only persuasions that are dialogues (such as it is assumed in works of Walton and Krabbe) but also persuasions that consist of various nonverbal actions. Moreover, we allow the gradation of the effects of convincing. This means that a persuasion influences the uncertain belief-states of agents. As a result, our approach enables to represent cases in which the persuader is satisfied with the effects of his efforts even though his adversary does not become convinced to the highest degree (of absolute certainty). 3.1



Subject of persuasion: participants



In the persuasion process, we can classify agents into three types of participants: proponent (a party that proposes a thesis and defends it with arguments), opponent (a party that opposes the thesis and may attack it with counterarguments) and audience (a party that is persuaded to believe the thesis). We need a proponent in our model, since we want the persuasion to be performed by some agent. Next, the party of an opponent is desired as long as there is a need to express a conflict of opinion in a model of persuasion. Finally, the notion of an audience enables to express that the goal of a persuasion is to influence beliefs of some agent. Observe that an agent that comes into conflict with a proponent does not have to be a target that the proponent intends to influence. This means that an opponent does not necessarily have to be an audience at the same time. Therefore, these two types of participants should be distinguished. Moreover, each party of persuasion may be represented by a group of agents instead of one agent. To simplify the considerations in this paper, we limit our model to one-sided persuasion between two individuals. In other words, we study the cases where one agent i (proponent) persuades the opposing agent j (opponent and audience). That is, we assume that the agent j both disagrees with the proponent (j plays a role of an opponent) and is persuaded by the proponent (j plays a role of an audience) at the same time. We do not describe the exchanges of arguments and counterarguments, the internal dialogues, etc. In the future, we plan to systematically eliminate these limitation in our model. In order to formalize beliefs of the particular types of participants, we use the methods of multimodal logic where various modal operators are allowed [14]. In particular, we enrich the language by introducing many belief operators of a given type - each assigned to one agent. For the persuasion system of nagents, i.e. Agt = {1, . . . , n}, the belief operator B is marked with the subscript
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representing the owner of the belief. The intended reading of the formula Bi α (for i ∈ Agt) is following: an agent i believes α. On the semantic level, the model is extended by n-doxastic accessibility relations (each for one agent). Observe that the dissimilarity of agents’ accessibility relations results in the differences in their beliefs, what in turn may result in a conflict between them, and a need to influence these beliefs to resolve the difference of opinion. 3.2



Object of persuasion: graded beliefs



Throughout the process of persuasion the belief-states of agents do not have to be “black or white” (like: “It is for sure false”, “It is for sure true”), but they can represent various shades of uncertainty such as “I am almost sure that this is false”, “Maybe you are right”, “The thesis seems to be true”, etc. In such cases, we need to be able to express that the persuasion influences the degrees of beliefs. For example consider the following scenario in the poker game: at the beginning the player 1 (an audience) is rather sure that he is in luck and has the higher-valued cards than his adversary. Next, under the influence of the behavior of the proponent-player 2 (e.g. betting huge stake) he starts to doubt it and think about withdrawing from the game. Observe that at none of the stages of the game the audience was one hundred percent sure of the fact he holds very bad or good cards. However, the argument (action) of the proponent changed substantially behavior of the audience anyway. How could the shades of uncertainty be formally represented? In non-graded doxastic logic it is possible to express three types of beliefs: Bi α - an agent i is absolutely sure that a thesis α is true, Mi α - i allows α to be true (Mi α ↔ ¬Bi (¬α)), Ni α - i is neutral with respect to a logical value of α (Ni α ↔ ¬Bi α ∧ ¬Bi (¬α)). Needless to explain that some properties we would like to investigate cannot be expressed in such a language. It is impossible to describe many different degrees of uncertainty and compare their strength. Thus, we adapt Logic of Graded Modalities proposed by van der Hoek and Meyer [20].4 To make it suit our needs we introduce some modifications - we change the epistemic logic to the doxastic one and add an operator M !id1 ,d2 (its meaning will be described below). Consequently, we represent uncertainty with the operators which intended reading is following (for i ∈ Agt, d, d1 , d2 ∈ N): – – – –



Mid α - in i’s opinion there are more than d confirmations for α, Bid α - in i’s opinion there are at most d exceptions for α, M !di α - in i’s opinion α is true in exactly d cases, M !di 1 ,d2 α - in i’s opinion α is true in exactly d1 cases for d2 doxastic alternatives.



In respect to the last operator, we say that an agent i believes α with a degree of dd21 . In this manner, we express the ratio of true-assessment to all-assessment that the agent makes regarding the thesis. 4



See [5] for the detailed discussion about pros and cons of this one and the other approaches which can be used to model graded beliefs.
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Fig. 1. The uncertain beliefs of the player 1



Let us describe the meaning of the operators on the example. Suppose that the player 1 (written 1) holds J♣, 2♠, the player 2 (written 2) holds K♥, 5♦ and face up cards are A♥, K♦, K♣, Q♥, 10♥. Moreover, the stake equals 5$. This situation is represented as the state (the possible world ) s1 in Fig. 1.The agent 1 has a winning hand since he holds Straight (A♥, K♦, Q♥, J♣, 10♥) and the agent 2 holds lower Three of a Kind (K♥, K♦, K♣). The agent 1 thinks what cards his adversary may have. He knows his own cards and face up cards. With respect to the cards of 2, he can only make a guess. From the point of view of the agent 1, his adversary can hold 2 from 45 remaining cards. Therefore, there are 990 possible card variants (the states s1 -s990 in Fig. 1) and 916 of them are winning for the player 1 (the states s1 -s916 in Fig. 1). Say that 1 does not have any additional information about the game of the player 2 and he consider all situations s1 -s990 as possible. Note that we could assume any other belief assignment. Probability is used here only for clarity of presentation. In the formal model, what states an agent considers as possible is represented by means of an accessibility (doxastic) relation, i.e. a binary relation in a set of possible worlds (the relation is illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 1). Specifically, a given state (in our example s1 ) is related with all those states that an agent considers as possible versions of this state (in our example s1 -s990 ). These states are called his doxastic alternatives. Now, we can show how the uncertainty of beliefs of the player 1 is expressed within this framework. We say that: M1915 (1 wins) - the player 1 believes he is a winner in more than 915 situations, B174 (1 wins) - the player 1 believes that there are at most 74 situations in which he loses, M !916 1 (1 wins) - 1 believes there are exactly 916 situations in which he wins, M !916,990 (1 wins) - the player 1 1 believes there are 916 situations in which he is a winner and 990 situations that he considers as possible. As we mentioned in Section 3.1, as long as the doxastic relation of the player 2 is different than the relation of the player 1, their beliefs (i.e. degrees of beliefs) will differ. In particular, they will not be the same with respect to the thesis that the agent 1 wins if 2 allows different states as his doxastic alternatives than the agent 1. Say that 2 allows only 74 states s917 -s990 . Then, we have: M !0,74 (1 wins) since there is no state among the agent 2’s doxastic alternatives 2
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s917 -s990 in which the agent 1 wins. Thus, 1 is rather sure he will win while 2 is absolutely certain that 1 will not. As a result, 2 comes into conflict with 1 what in turn may give an impulse to influence the beliefs of an adversary and to start a persuasion. 3.3



Tools of persuasion: arguments



To influence audience’s beliefs in a degree desired by a proponent, a persuader does his best trying different tactics: verbal (deductive as well as non-deductive) or nonverbal. Thus, we understand arguments as anything what a proponent may do to persuade others - any action or stimulus. To create the formal model of such arguments, we use the elements of Algorithmic and Dynamic Logics [15, 12]. We explore a program operation of sequential composition (symbolized as ;). We introduce the notion of a program scheme P understood as any finite sequence of atomic actions a1 ; . . . ; ak . The basic formula is: 3(i : P )α, i.e. after P -sequence of actions executed by an agent i, α may be the case. In particular, we may be interested in answering the question if in a specific situation it is the case that 3(i : P )M !jd1 ,d2 T ? In other words, we can ask if after arguments P performed by a proponent i it is possible that an audience j will believe a thesis T in a degree dd12 . Let us have a closer look at the meaning of actions by studying the example of the poker game. Say that the player 1 assumes at the beginning all possible card variants as his doxastic alternatives. Then, the player 2 uses nonverbal argument, i.e. he significantly raises the stake by putting money on the table. It appears to be so strong argument that 1 starts to consider as possible only such states in which his adversary holds one of the very high card variants Straight or more. This means that the persuasion eliminates all other doxastic alternatives except of alternatives of Straight or more. Observe that there are no rational premises for such a response since the agent 2 can bluff. However, if the player 1 is unexperienced or too naive he could think that his adversary has very high-valued cards. In this case, activity of the agent 1 is based not only on his knowledge, but also on very subjective beliefs about the current state of the game and visions concerning this state. From the perspective of the Kripke-style semantic, persuasion is understood in our model as a process of adding and eliminating the transitions in doxastic accessibility relations. In the example, the player 1 removes the doxastic transitions which are related to all states in which 1 wins. That is, an argument changes not only a state of reality (i.e. a possible world), but most of all - an agent’s accessibility relation. Observe that an argument changes beliefs starting from the deeper level than only the considered thesis - it modifies the audience’s outlook on a given aspect of life. In our approach the stimuli influence the belief bases of agents not in a straightforward manner. We assume that arguments first affect the states of multi-agent systems (in this example the states describing the card variants) and then the beliefs of agents which are determined in relation to what states a given agent considers as his doxastic alternatives (in particular, the agent 1’s belief about the thesis that he wins).
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Introduction of the actions and the gradation of beliefs into the model allows to represent persuasiveness of particular persuaders or arguments [7]. That is, various agents or means of convincing may cause different effects with respect to a given audience and have different power in succeeding (the audience may become convinced in a various degree). Consequently, we are able to track the dynamics of this process observing how an audience reacts on each argument of a given proponent. This means that we are able to examine how the beliefs of the audience are modified by each argument at any intermediate stage of the process of convincing. 3.4



The effects of persuasion: success



As we mentioned, a persuasion of a proponent aims to change the audience opinions. So, we say that it terminates with success when after the persuasion the audience believes a contentious thesis with the degree satisfying the proponent. Observe that the success may be desired in a different degree. One often requires the audience to become absolutely sure about a thesis. Formally, we express it in the following way: 3(i : P )M !dj 1 ,d2 T , for dd21 = 1. One may also be less demanding and still be satisfied when an audience gives more “votes” for his thesis than against it ( dd12 > 0.5). Sometimes, it may be the case that one requires an audience only to allow a thesis to be true ( dd12 > 0). Thus, a degree at which success is declared depends on values desired by a proponent (a set des which is a proper subset of [0, 1]). Once an audience’s belief concerning a thesis achieves a value of acceptable deviation (from des), we will say that the persuasion terminates with success. We will give the formal definition of success in Section 4.3. It should be underlined here that in our approach the effect of convincing depends on the following factors: (a) sequence of arguments, (b) initial situation, (c) proponent and (d) audience. Obviously, the success strongly depends on what arguments we use. However, not only the kind of arguments is important but also their order and length. Therefore, we should examine questions concerning what arguments are successful and search the most optimal set of arguments with regard to the power, length and the order. The next factor that should be taken into consideration is an initial situation. Assuming the same argument, the result of a persuasion process could differ a lot depending on a scenario in which the argumentation starts. For instance, if the player 1 starts the game with the best cards, no arguments can make him doubt that he will succeed. The situation changes when he draws a bad card variant. In our model, the persuasion is an interaction not only amongst arguments but also an interaction amongst agents [7]. That is, we assume that the effects of the particular persuasion can differ depending on what agents take part in this persuasion. First, the success may depend on who is a proponent. The same argument executed by two agents (i1 and i2 ) may give various results. A bluff may be unrecognized when a persuader is experienced player (i1 ) and not trusted when performed by a novice (i2 ). In multi-agent systems, a proponent
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who is an expert should be more trustworthy than a non-specialist. Similarly, the same argument performed by the same proponent may have different effects with respect to two different audiences (j1 and j2 ). For example, if we assume that the player 1 in the example is very unexperienced (j1 ) he will react in a naive way. Therefore he may believe that somebody who bets a lot surely holds the high-valued cards. The other behavior will characterize an audience who has a great experience in poker games (j2 ). In this manner, our model takes into account the agent diversity instead of homogeneous agents. Formally, we use the formula 3(i : P )(M !jd1 ,d2 T ) to capture the effects of persuasion. It enables to express the described factors: P encodes what sequence of arguments is used, i indicates who is a proponent and the expression “M !dj 1 ,d2 T ” emphasizes whose beliefs are about to change under the influence of arguments (i.e. who is the audience). Thus, we may express that only some proponents are able to convince some audiences with specific arguments. In standard approach, when persuasion is treated as an “impersonal” reasoning it may be more difficult to express the changing context of its success. Moreover, if we assume that s encodes an initial situation, then satisfaction of the above formula at s informs us about the possibilities of the success in the circumstances s.



4



Formalization of persuasion



In this section we present a deductive system for the persuasion theory and formally define the success of convincing. The deductive system is a multimodal logic of actions and graded beliefs (AG n ). In fact, we join elements of Algorithmic Logic (AL) [15], Dynamic Logic (DL) [12] and Logic of Graded Modalities (LGM) [20]. We chose LGM since its language as well as axiomatization are the natural extensions of the modal systems S5 (in fact we use S5 − weak version of LGM) which is commonly employed to modele knowledge in software distributed systems and artificial intelligence. Thereby, various properties of cognitive attitudes like distribution of beliefs, consistency of beliefs, positive and negative introspection are well defined and broadly studied. Observe that our logic can be viewed as a general framework for modeling change of uncertainty. However, it is also a highly expressive and useful tool for studying the persuasion process undertaken by agents. That is, the change of beliefs’ degrees can in particular be induced by the arguments of some agent. 4.1



Syntax and semantics of AG n



Let V0 denote an at most enumerable set of propositional variables (also called propositions) and Π0 an at most enumerable set of program variables (also called atomic actions). Propositional variables represent atomic assertions such as: “an agent holds the Straight”, “the stake equals 5$”, which can be either true or false. Further, program variables represent things happening. In our formalism they express giving arguments, both verbal (like saying “I have the As”) and nonverbal (putting money on a table to make a bet). In addition, we assume
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the boolean connectives: ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔ and one program connective: ; which is a sequential composition operator. By means of this operator we compose schemes of programs which are defined as finite sequences of atomic actions: a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ak . Intuitively, the program a1 ; a2 for a1 , a2 ∈ Π0 means “Do a1 , then do a2 ”. Observe that if P1 and P2 are program schemes then (P1 ; P2 ) is a program scheme too. We denote the set of all schemes of programs with Π.5 The last components of the language are modalities. We use modality M for reasoning about beliefs of individuals and modality 3 for reasoning about actions they perform. Recall that intended interpretation of Mid α is that there are more than d states which are considered by an agent i and verify α. Whereas, a formula 3(i : P )α says that after execution of a program P by an agent i a condition α may be true. Now, we can define the set of all well-formed expressions of AG n . They are given by the following Backus-Naur form (BNF): α ::= p|¬α|α ∨ α|Mid α|3(i : P )α, where p ∈ V0 , d ∈ N, P ∈ Π, i ∈ Agt = {1, . . . , n}. Other boolean connectives are defined from ¬ and ∨ in a standard way. The necessity operator 2 is the modal dual of the possibility operator 3 and is defined as 2(i : P )α ↔ ¬3(i : P )¬α. We use Bid α as an abbreviation for ¬Mid ¬α - at most d states considered by i refute α. We use also M !di α where M !0i α ⇔ Bi0 ¬α, M !di α ⇔ Mid−1 α ∧ ¬Mid α, if d > 0. From the definition above, it is clear that M !di means “exactly d”. The most important formula that we shall use in reasoning about the persuasion process is M !id1 ,d2 α which is an abbreviation for M !di 1 α ∧ M !di 2 true. It should be read as “i believes α with a degree dd21 ”. Thereby, by a degree of beliefs of agents we mean the ratio of d1 to d2 , i.e. the ratio of the number of states which are considered by an agent i and verify α to the number of all states which are considered by this agent. It is easy to observe that 0 ≤ dd21 ≤ 1. Intuitively, if an agent believes a thesis α with a degree 1 then he is absolutely sure that α holds while if he believes α with a degree 0 then he is absolutely certain α is false. The semantics of the language is based on the notions of valuation and interpretation. A valuation is a function which assigns a logical value of “false” (denoted by 0) or “true” (denoted by 1) to every propositional variable at every state. An interpretation assigns to every program variable and to every agent a binary relation in the set of states S. Furthermore, we consider a doxastic function which assigns to every agent a binary relation which will give interpretation of the belief operator. Definition 1. Let Agt be a finite set of names of agents. By a semantic model we mean a Kripke structure M = (S, RB, I, v) where – S is a non-empty set of states (the universe of the structure), 5



There are considered many program connectives in logics of programs, e.g. nondeterministic choices or iteration operations. However, sequential compositions are sufficient for our needs.
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– RB is a doxastic function, RB : Agt −→ 2S×S , where for every i ∈ Agt, the relation RB(i) is serial, transitive and euclidean,6 – I is an interpretation of the program variables, I : Π0 −→ (Agt −→ 2S×S ), where for every a ∈ Π0 and i ∈ Agt, the relation I(a)(i) is serial, and I(Id)(i) = {(s, s) : s ∈ S}, where Id is a program constant which means identity, – v is a function which assigns to every state a valuation of propositional variables v : S −→ {0, 1}V0 and for every s ∈ S, v(s)(true) = 1, where true is a propositional constant. Function I can be extended in a simple way to define interpretation of any program scheme. Let IΠ : Π −→ (Agt −→ 2S×S ) be a function defined by mutual induction on the structure of P ∈ Π as follows: – IΠ (a)(i) = I(a)(i) for a ∈ Π0 and i ∈ Agt, – IΠ (P1 ; P2 )(i) = IΠ (P1 )(i) ◦ IΠ (P2 )(i) = {(s, s0 ) ∈ S × S : ∃s00 ∈S ((s, s00 ) ∈ IΠ (P1 )(i) and (s00 , s0 ) ∈ IΠ (P2 )(i))} for P1 , P2 ∈ Π and i ∈ Agt.



Fig. 2. Interpretation of program P = (a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ak ).



In other words, (s, s0 ) ∈ IΠ (P )(i) for P = (a1 ; . . . ; ak ) and i ∈ Agt iff there exists a sequence of states s0 , . . . , sk such that (sj−1 , sj ) ∈ I(aj )(i) for j = 1, . . . , k. Intuitively, it means that the state s0 can be achieved from the state s if the agent i performs actions a1 , . . . , ak in order they appear. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2. Now, we are ready to define semantics of formulas of AG n . Definition 2. For a given structure M = (S, RB, I, v) and a given state s ∈ S the boolean value of the formula α is denoted by M, s |= α and is defined inductively as follows: M, s |= p iff v(s)(p) = 1, for p ∈ V0 , M, s |= ¬α iff M, s 6|= α, M, s |= α ∨ β iff M, s |= α or M, s |= β, M, s |= Mid α iff |{s0 ∈ S : (s, s0 ) ∈ RB(i) and M, s0 |= α}| > d, d ∈ N, M, s |= 3(i : P )α iff ∃s0 ∈S ((s, s0 ) ∈ IΠ (P )(i) and M, s0 |= α). 6



We do not require this relation to be reflexive since we want the operator M to model beliefs rather than knowledge. In epistemic logic, it is assumed that an agent cannot know facts that are not true, so reflexivity is desirable.
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We say that α is true in a model M at the state s if M, s |= α. Formula α is true in M (M |= α) if M, s |= α for all s ∈ S, and α is called valid (|= α) if M |= α for all M. 4.2



Axiomatization of AG n



In this subsection we characterize the semantic consequence operation described above in syntactic terms and thereby we give a proof system for deducing properties of persuasion process expressible in the language of AG n . Definition 3. The system AG n is defined as follows. It has three inference rules: α R1 α, α→β R2 Bα0 α R3 2(i:P β )α i It has also the following axioms: A0 classical propositional tautologies A1 Mid+1 α → Mid α A2 Bi0 (α → β) → (Mid α → Mid β) A3 M !0i (α ∧ β) → ((M !di 1 α ∧ M !di 2 β) → M !id1 +d2 (α ∨ β)) A4 Mid α → Bi0 Mid α A5 Mi0 Mid α → Mid α A6 Mi0 (true) A7 2(i : P )(α → β) → (2(i : P )α → 2(i : P )β) A8 2(i : P )(α ∧ β) ↔ (2(i : P )α ∧ 2(i : P )β) A9 2(i : P1 ; P2 )α ↔ 2(i : P1 )(2(i : P2 )α) A10 2(i : P )α → 3(i : P )α A11 2(i : P )true A12 2(i : Id)α ↔ α In all the schemes of axioms presented above: (a) P, P1 , P2 ∈ Π, (b) d, d1 , d2 ∈ N, (c) α, β are arbitrary formulas and (d) i ∈ Agt. We write AG n ` α if the formula α is provable in the deductive system. The rules R1, R2 and axioms A0-A4 are equivalents of the rules and axioms of LGM. Since models of LGM are models of standard S5 systems, in this logic the formula Bi0 α → α, which corresponds to reflexivity of an epistemic relation, is also an axiom. On the contrary, the models of our logic are models of S5weak systems especially adapted to modeling beliefs. Therefore, we eliminate this axiom and add axioms A5, A6, which ensure that an agent does not believe false (contradictions). It allows us to represent the difference between knowledge operators explored in LGM and belief operators explored in AG n . Similarly, the rule R3 and axioms A7-A12 find their motivation in the same way as the corresponding rules and axioms in AL and DL. However, they do not consider who is a performer of a given program. Therefore, axioms of AG n are similar but not exactly the same. Furthermore, in AL and DL there are many more program constructions which we do not need in this approach. Theorem 1. AG n is sound and complete with respect to M.
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We showed that the deductive system AG n is sound and complete, i.e. that all theorems are valid formulas and all valid formulas are theorems [6]. To prove this fact, we applied the Henkin’s method. That is, we defined a satisfying model for any maximally consistent set of formulas Γ such that its frame is a frame for Γ . The proof is based on the completeness results for normal logics with graded modalities [11], epistemic logics [10] and dynamic logics [12]. 4.3



Formal definition of the success of a persuasion



In this section we give the formal definition of possibility of obtaining the success in persuasion. We use the abbreviation “ObjSucc” to indicate that we refer to a possibility of an objective success, i.e. the effect which takes place not in an agent’s mind but in the agent’s reality. There is a difference between what an agent believes that may happen and what in fact may happen - I may believe that I can convince you while actually you may still disagree with me. Definition 4. Let i, j ∈ Agt be proponent and audience, P ∈ Π be a sequence of arguments and α be a formula of AG n (a thesis). Further, let des be a proper subset of [0, 1] (called a range of proponent’s satisfaction). ObjSucc(i, j, P, α, des) ↔ 3(i : P )M !jd1 ,d2 α for some d1 , d2 ∈ N such that



d1 d2



∈ des.



We say that a persuasion with a proponent i, an audience j, arguments P concerning a thesis α with respect to a range of satisfaction des may terminate with an objective success iff there are d1 , d2 ∈ N such that after arguments P executed by i, it may be the case that j will believe T with the desired degree d1 d2 from des. This definition refers to the question about what may happen after performing a particular persuasion. However, we may be also interested in investigating the other properties related to the issue of the success. Specifically, we may ask if after performing particular arguments the agent will have a guarantee that his audience will believe a given thesis. In such case, we need to introduce the notion of the “necessity of obtaining the objective success” instead of the “possibility of obtaining the objective success”. It could be done if we would modify the above definition by replacing the possibility operator 3 with its modal dual operator 2. The other interesting property of multi-agent systems is the expectation of success. That is, we may want to investigate if the proponent expects (believes) with a degree dd12 that he can achieve the objective success. It is expressed by a formula: M !di 1 ,d2 (ObjSucc(i, j, P, α, des)). We say that a proponent i believes in some degree of dd12 that he can achieve an objective success. Notice that the proponent may have tools at his disposal to convince his audience to the thesis α, however he may be unaware of it. A negative consequence of such a situation can be that he will give up and not start the (potentially successful) persuasion because he believes that he will fail.
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Studying the effects of persuasion



In this section we present our tool called Perseus. It is a software system which allows to examine properties of persuasion systems. Its application will be shown on the example given in Section 2. 5.1



Aim of the Perseus system



On the basis of the proposed model of persuasion and AG n logic we designed and implemented a software system called Perseus. It gives the opportunity to study the systems of agents capable of persuading each other. More precisely it enables to analyze persuasion process with regard to its effectiveness, factors influencing its success or results of verbal and nonverbal arguments. The goal of investigations is to understand and describe the attributes of the process of convincing, reconstruct the history of a particular argumentation, or forecast the effects of a specific case of persuasion. Thus, the issues examined here are as follows: “Can a proponent make an audience change his degree of belief about some thesis (using arguments a1 , . . . , an in some specific order)?”, “How significant such a change can be?”, “Does a proponent believe (and in which degree) that he can be objectively successful?”, “Which arguments a proponent should use in order to convince an audience?” etc. In the future we plan to extend Perseus system such as it enables to explore the issues related to the problems of selecting arguments which can give the best possible results respectively to a degree of opponent’s beliefs, a number of arguments, their effectiveness or costs and the other optimization’s questions. Now we shortly explain how Perseus works (see Fig. 3). First of all we need a multi-agent system for which is constructed a formal model compatible with the one given in Section 4. Then we formulate in the language of AG n properties of the system which we would like to research (input questions). At this moment there are two possibilities: we can ask whether some property is true (i.e. verify satisfaction of appropriate formula) or ask about some features of a specific persuasion (e.g. what will be the degree of the audience’s beliefs about the thesis under consideration when specific arguments are given). Next Perseus processes with the model and the input question and automatically generates an answer.



Fig. 3. Investigation of persuasion systems with the use of Perseus tool.
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Realization of investigations



In this subsection we describe how we transform our example into a specific software implementation. The problem is modeled by means of a multi-graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. In our approach vertices correspond to the states of a system. Every state defines a possible situation in the game, i.e., which cards the players have, which cards are face-up cards, and what is the current stake. Observe that the number of all global states 2 5 2 is much more than C52 · C50 · C45 . However, to analyze the concrete deal we do not need to build the whole model of the game. It is sufficient to limit the set of states to those one which are accessible from an initial state, i.e., a state from which we start our investigation on the model’s properties. Again, assume that at the beginning the player 1 holds J♣, 2♠, the player 2 holds K♥, 5♦ and five face up cards are A♥, K♦, K♣, Q♥, 10♥. Moreover, the stake equals 5$. Thus, the initial state is s1 = (J♣, 2♠|K♥, 5♦|A♥, K♦, K♣, Q♥, 10♥|5$). The set of edges of the graph G is the union of sets of doxastic relations of agents RB(i) (for i ∈ Agt) and interpretations of program variables I(a)(i) (for a ∈ Π0 and i ∈ Agt). Usually, a player can see his cards, cards on the table and knows the stake. Therefore, these attributes do not change in all states which encode his visions of the game. Next, a player does not know the cards of the adversary. Thus, he assumes all possible card variants of the adversary in his 2 states. One of doxastic alternatives. So before argumentation, 1 considers C45 them is (J♣, 2♠|A♦, 6♥|A♥, K♦, K♣, Q♥, 10♥|5$). The player 2 uses two arguments a1 , a2 in order to convince the player 1 that 2 has winning cards. The first argument is verbal - 2 announces that he has K♥. Say that 1 trusts the proponent. As a result, he believes that one of the adversary’s card is K♥. This means that 1 changes his accessibility relation. The second argument is nonverbal and means the significant rising of the stake by putting on the table the amount of 500$. Consequently, 1 believes that 2 holds one of the best card combination which in this example refers to the Straight or more (see Fig. 4). In order to answer the research issues we consider them as questions written using the expressions of AG n . For example Mi?1 ,?2 (3(i : a)M !10,10 α) means j “What is a degree of an agent i’s belief that after using an argument a an agent ?1 ,?2 j will believe α with a degree 10 α means 10 ?”. The other formula 3(i : a)Mj “What will be a degree of an agent j’s belief about α after an argumentation a performed by an agent i ?” and the formula 3(i :?)Mj10,10 α means “What argumentation should an agent i use to convince an agent j to believe about α with a degree 10 10 ”. As we mentioned above, the set of all well-formed expressions of AG n can be generated by the fixed Backus-Naur form (BNF). Similarly, the questions can also be defined with BNF set of terms and productions: φ ::= ω|¬φ|φ ∨ φ|Mid φ|3(i : P )φ|Mi? ω|3(i :?)ω, where ω is defined as follows ω ::= p|¬ω|ω ∨ ω|Mid ω|3(i : P )ω
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Fig. 4. The change of the doxastic relation of the player 1



and p ∈ V0 , d ∈ N, i ∈ Agt. Every abbreviation which holds for the expressions of AG n is also sustained in the case of questions, for example M !?i 1 ,?2 α means M !?i 1 α ∧ M !?i 2 ¬α. It is obvious that every question must be answered over some model M at an initial state s. Thus, M, s |= φ means that the question φ has a solution in the model M at the state s, i.e.: – if a question of type Mi? α is being solved, then every ? symbolizes a specific value, say ? = x for x ∈ N, – if a question of type 3(i :?)α is being solved, then every ? symbolizes a specific value, say ? = P for P ∈ Π, such that expression φ with all ? symbols swaped into appropriate x values is true in the model M at the state s. In case of unknown-free question φ, when no ? symbol exists, M, s |= φ is simply a verification of the thesis φ. The most significant part of the investigation is to solve an input question M, s |= φ. In order to find the solution we analyze the structure of expression φ. Because considered Backus-Naur form for φ gives us a simple context-free grammar, the syntax analysis of the expression φ can be easily done with recursive descent parser. In this approach every appearance of the formula Mi? α initiates adequate multi-graph G procedure which finds a solution (or does a verification process) mainly by running the subparsers for expression α. The formula 3(i :?)α is analyzed in a strictly different manner. In this case we use finite
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nondeterministic automaton theory to find the solution via dynamic construction of a partial product automaton which follows the model’s actions with the restriction to the input question, i.e. the automaton states’ set is reduced only to these states which are reachable from the initial state with the transitions (actions) done by agents being considered under the input question. At this moment we would like to stress that the defined above BNF form of φ does not allow us to express nested questions, for example M !?i 1 ,?2 (3(i : a)M !?j 1 ,?2 α). An answer to such a question can not be given in a straight way and is strongly connected with simultaneous unknown-value optimization. Currently this problem is out of our research since questions which are not nested, express all interesting problems concerning persuasion which we would like to resolve. 5.3



Results



Recall that in the argumentation in our example the player 2 intends to convince the player 1 that he has the higher-valued hand and therefore 1 should give up. Assume that p is a proposition which expresses that “the player 1 has the higher-valued hand than the player 2”. At the beginning Perseus checks with what degree the player 1 believes proposition p before the persuasion starts. So, given the model M and the initial state s1 , we ask the following question M !?11 ,?2 p. The result is ?1 = 916, ?2 = 990. This means that the formula M !916,990 p is 1 916 true at the state s1 of the model M. Since the value of the ratio 990 is close to 1 the interpretation of the result is that the player 1 rather believes he has the higher-valued hand. Now, we examine whether and how the situation will change if the player 2 reveals that one of the cards he has is K♥ (an argument a1 ). Suppose that the player 1 trusts the adversary and now considers as his doxastic alternatives all the states in which one of the cards of the player 2 is K♥. Next question we ask is 3(2 : a1 )(M !?11 ,?2 p), i.e., what is the degree of the belief of the player 1 after the proponent 2 gives the verbal argument a1 . The answer of the system is ?1 = 25, ?2 = 44. Now, 1 the value of the ratio 25 44 is close to 2 what means that the belief of the player 1 about the thesis p is much weaker than at the beginning what corresponds to the intuitions. The second argument which the player 2 uses is nonverbal. He puts the money on the table and raises the stake to 500$ (an argument a2 ). Say that the unexperienced player 1 believes that 2 has one of the highest-valued hands (i.e. higher or equal to the Straight). The question we ask this time is 3(2 : a1 , a2 )(M !?11 ,?2 p) and the answer of the system is ?1 = 0, ?2 = 22. Therefore, after argumentation a1 ; a2 the player 1 does not believe he has the higher-valued hand than the player
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2 what is an intuitive result too. Consequently, the player 2 reaches his goal. The analysis of the scenario proves that the persuasion process a1 ; a2 performed by the player 2 is objectively successful. Now assume that the range of the proponent’s satisfaction is [0, 14 ]. In this case the persuasion with the proponent 2, an audience 1, arguments a1 , a2 concerning the thesis p with respect to a desired range des = [0, 41 ] may terminate with an objective success ObjSucc(2, 1, a1 ; a2 , p, des). This fact can be automatically verified by Perseus. Another thing we would like to know is if the player 2 is conscious of the fact that his arguments can bring such a success? In order to check this we ask the question M !2?1 ,?2 (3(2 : a1 , a2 )(M !0,22 p)). 1 Perseus returns the numbers ?1 = 508, ?2 = 990, the ratio of which is close to 12 . The interpretation of this result is that the player 2 is not sure if his arguments will work. Taking into consideration the initial situation, this is compatible with our intuition since the player 2 has no knowledge about his adversary. If we enrich this agent with such information his belief about the effectiveness of arguments will change a lot. The questions can be reversed, i.e., given a specification formula which expresses a property of a system of arguing agents, we can check whether it is true or not. For example we can test whether the formula M !508,990 (3(2 : a1 , a2 )(M !0,22 p)) 2 1 is satisfied at the initial state s1 of the model M, i.e. whether the proponent can expect with the degree 508 990 he can achieve the objective success M !508,990 (ObjSucc(2, 1, a1 ; a2 , p, des)). 2 Perseus system has a module which offers possibility of such a verification. The only inconvenience is that in order to propose a true formula with modality M !di 1 ,d2 we should know how many doxastic accessible states we have (number d2 ) and how many of them we require to satisfy a considered thesis (number d1 ). Such information is very detailed and difficult to predict in real scenario. On the other hand we can verify formulas with modality Bid . However in this case it is known how many exception the agent i observes, but the number of states he considers as his doxastic relation is hidden. Consequently, the ratio of the number of states in which a thesis holds to the number of all accessible states is not known and it is difficult to determine whether the agent should accept or refuse this thesis. In some applications (see [20]) such information is sufficient and on its basis many features of a system under consideration can be studied. However in general case, it could be hard to count the number of reachable states satisfying a property and thereby fix the ratio of states satisfying a property to the all reachable states.
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Final remarks



Concluding, Perseus system helps to understand better the persuasion process, analyze specific situations and draw conclusions which are complex and difficult to obtain without the use of a software system. The limitation of the proposal follows not from Perseus itself, but from the adopted formalism. Therefore, in the future we plan to extend the logic and add new modality Mi≥d with the semantics: M, s |= Mi≥d α iff



|{s0 ∈S:(s,s0 )∈RB(i) and s0 |=α}| |{s0 ∈S:(s,s0 )∈RB(i)}|



≥ d.



The advantage of this formula is that it focuses on the ratio but not on the exact numbers of states. So, it encompasses much more possible situations than formula M !di 1 ,d2 α. The other solution we plan to implement is to adopt for our needs other formalisms like the probabilistic logic of Fagin and Halpern [9]. Aside from the extension of the expressibility, it will give new abilities to our system, that is, the possibility of comparison of different logics employed for specification of the same processes of persuasion.
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Conclusions



The paper presents the use of the system Perseus which explores our model of persuasion. We take into consideration the aspects which are only mentioned in formalisms dealing with the problem of representing of knowledge and beliefs in distributed systems. The first new element is uncertainty interpreted in Logic of Graded Modalities. In our approach, the persuasion process changes agents’ behavior and thereby degrees of opinions rather than moving from “I don’t believe” to “I believe” (or inversely). Next, the way we define arguments in Dynamic and Algorithmic Logics enables to understand argumentation not only as a deductive process but also as any action aimed at influencing beliefs verbal as well as nonverbal. The other aspect is that our model focuses on the interactions amongst agents rather than amongst arguments. Finally, we consider different phenomena related to the issue of success such as whether a persuader is aware of the possibility of his objective victory or not. Perseus enables to investigate multi-agent systems to improve our understanding of how persuasion works and apply this knowledge to resolving conflicts or exchanging information. The software system is a relatively easy and repeatable method to study such complex social processes as convincing. It enables to repeat the experiment varying the chosen elements of the process (e.g. persuader, arrangement of arguments). In this manner, the differences in the effects of such changes may be compared. Observe that studying the convincing in the natural human environment takes great patience and often requires interpreting information from incomplete data or fossil records. With agents we can produce many cases of persuasion with different parameters while recording every detail of the system. The data is saved to track the change of beliefs and analyzed to help answer our research questions. Developing the software system using the
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knowledge of experts in persuasion techniques would allow for practical applications of our results in political rhetoric, marketing, advertisement, training personnel, e.g. in commerce or e-commerce, and others.
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